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advice contained in this letter. 

My personal interest in the matter is well known, 

fear thatthe ideas I submit may be thought merely the off- 

spcing of tha interest, and lose thereby the consideration they 

intrinsically merit. But if you will exeuse tne recitation of 

‘thé fact, I woulda #all to your attention that I have, both in 

Europe‘and in this country, some reputation for knowledge of 
. 

h and shell-fish industries; that my study and investi-~ «‘ 

. gation of the subject has extended over nearly twenty years and 

almost every state and country and that the value of my labors 

and views have received both at home and abroad public and offi- 

* 

cial recognition. I1 may claim, therefore, some title to speak 

with authority and as the policy I recommend has been advocated  
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not only by myself but by every other authority on this subject, 

in the world, 1 trust that no slight personal interest I may now 

have, will militate against the advice I offer or the course l 

suggest for adoption. 

The oyster industry, with us as with every othe® 

“community must aepend fundamentally upon the supply of oysters. 

i? there are no oysters, the Will pe no industry; if the supply 

is inadequate the industry will languish and as the supp ly decreas= 

-es the industry will decline. These facets are so self evident 

as hardly to need mention; but they seem to have been ignored for 

the last four years in our state. The supply of oysters is, 

south of the Delaware, almost entirely derived from what are 

called natural beds - i.e. areas on which oysters have sprung 

into life through natural causes without human agency. These 

areas are held as common property,- open to the fishing, generally — 

unrestricted, of all men. Such restrictions as have been attemp- 

ted have mostly been in the interest of this or that class using | 

the beds. Many plans and sahemes have been proposed and adopted; 

but they all, however,speciously argued, have resulted in pro= 

tecting one class against another. it may be the tongers,. the 

dredgers, the eanners: or other consumers; but never the beds. 

This is quite natural and indeed I doubt if under our system of  
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government,any adequate protection of the beds can be devised, or 

if devised, carried out. But under such conditions it is ob- 

vious that sooner or later the beds must be destroyed. The de=- 

struction may be delayed, but it is certain, eventually , to come. 

The truth of this theory is proved by tie experience . The 

natural beds of every State, in fact of every country in the 

worid, where the oyster industry exists to any extent, have 

either perished or become greatly impaired. When the beds perish 

so does the industry. 

Now what is the remedy for this state of things? 

Shall we stop all work on the beds? We will then preserve the 

oysters; but of course, will have no industry. If we restrict 

he fishery we diminish the supply and the industry will languish. 

If we stop the fishery, the industry perishes. The truth is 

that the demand for oysters exceeds the supply and the proper 
  

remedy is not to degrease that supply but to inerease it; for so 

long as the supply is inadequate the tendency to overwork and 

destroy the beds will continue. You can remedy that tendency by 

destroying the demand, or by increasing the supply. The latter 

course is the policy I and all other authorities have long advo- 

cated. It is the only policy, at home or abroad, that has proved 

efficacious in maintaining the industry, and it is the maintenance  
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of the industry and not the beds, that is of value to the com- 
  

munity. The former course,of destroying the demand, has been the 

policy followed for the last four years in North Carolina. Its 

effect is to keep the beds intact and in some degree to preserve 

their Poe alts Gat it has practically destroyed the industry and 

the beds and oysters are of no morevvalue to any one than if they 

did not exmst. It does not seem to me that this is a wise poli- 

ey; on the contrary, I bak every effort should be made to | 

utilize every natural advantage possessed by the State;- to 

puild up its waste places and to provide as many and avers means 

of livelihood to its citizens, as is possible. 

Both investigation and experience have shown that 

the supply can be increased by artificial means —- that is by 

processes analogous to those of agriculture or stock Yaising; and 

experience has likewise shown that these processes = the artificial 

aid = can be applied successfully by private enterprise alone. 

History proves that whenever the State has attempted such action 

disastrous failure has resulted. The true, in fact, the only wise 

and efficacious policy is, then, to induee artificial increase of 

the supply through the efforts of private enterprise. 

fhe foregoing policy is that attempted by the first 

oyster law - Chap. 119,Laws of 1887 : The object of that aet was 

merely to supply as far as possible a method by which private  
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individuals could enter this field of enterprise under the same 

conditions, so far as the State could gsuarantee,them, as would be 

found in other pursuits. No other inducement, encouragement, or 

advantage was or has since been offered; and no other is needed. 

All the oyster industry requires for its well being is the appli- 

eation of those laws and principles which centuries of usage 

have proved not only best, but the sole essentials of prosperity; 

that is, security for the property and freedom in its managenen t¢ 

The rest can be left to the judgement and interest of the indi- 

vidual. 

Subsequent to 1887, the legislation has folowed the 

eourse so familiar in other States. It has favored one class or 

interest, or another, or been directed against one interest or 

another’. In 1889 it was in favor of the loeal markets. In 1891 

in favor of one class of fishermen and against another; 

favor of one locality and against all others. [In 189% 

against the principle of artificial increase of : 

I have explained, is the fundamental principle 

industry. In addition, the administration of the law has, for 

last two years, been steadily in this same(latter) direction. 

an aware that it is not in your power to change or modify the 

laws; but if you will read those of 1889,'91 and '93 you cannot 

but perceive how loosely they are drawn, how variously they may be  
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interpreted and how much. they leave to the officers charged with 

their execution. A great power,for good or evil rests in fheir 

hands and the responsibility lies with your Excellency to s¢e6é 

that those hands are directed by intelligence and for the interess 

and well-being, not of a part, but of the whole community. 

We have some 8000 acres of natural beds 

lamite. They cannot possibly have a long oxisvence, 

existence is to be useful. Jf it is not useful 

not exist. But we have some 500,000 acres of now 

pottom which cam be made productive. We have also an opportuni 

which I fear, if not already past, is fast slipping away from us. 

The great beds of the Chesapeake, producing 80% of the oysters of 

the country are deteriorating so rapidly that both in Maryland and 

Virginia efforts are being made to adopt the very policy lL advo= 

eate and which our State did adopt in 1887. i have now before 

We a letter , enclosing at the request of the Vir ginig 

a copy of his Special Message to the Legisiat 

@pinion of the course advised. I find his 

ly the same as my own to the Legislature of 1987, and in principle , 

entirely similar to the act of 18587. So Virginia is at last 

realizing that there is but one remedy which will preserve her 

failing industry. Rhode Island, Comecticut, New York, New 

New Jersey and Delaware realized some time ago that tne same  
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remedy alone could revive the industry in those States. Shall 

we wait for a complete destruction of our industry before follow- 

ing this example? In the face of the adverse legislation of 

the last few years I am not sure that much of consequence can be 

accomplished. But I am sure much evil can be averted. I think 

a ».60 é 

pusiness established. i would therefore 

@ 

in making your appointments to select men 
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